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Abstract:- Nowadays, individuals of urban and country are utilizing smart phones and mobile devices seriously. Specifically 

urban populace relies on upon the applications and devices which are given by the mobile devices and smart phones to 
arrange their day by day life. The applications which are based on these devices fundamentally rely on upon the present or 
favored locations of the client to give the administrations they wish, which may make harm the security of mobile gadget 
clients. As a rule no client wish to uncover their present location or the location they wish to go. In this paper, we proposed 
Optimal Meeting Location privacy on Mobile Device Users Using Privacy Preserving Algorithm for group of users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

From Google to Face book, online administration 

suppliers are progressively proposing advanced setting 

mindful administrations to draw in new clients and 

enhance the client knowledge of existing ones. Location 

based Services (LBS), offered by such suppliers and 

utilized by a huge number of versatile endorsers 

consistently [8], have ended up being extremely viable in 

this respect. Place check-ins and area offering are two 

famous gimmicks. By registering with a spot, clients 

impart their current area to their families or companions, 

and the ones who it regularly might likewise get 

exceptional arrangements, gave by the adjacent 

organizations, as motivators for imparting their areas [9]. 

Face book, for example, as of late dispatched such an 

administration by which clients who need to check-in 

can search for on-the-spot rebates and arrangements [7]. 

Administrations focused around area imparting, 

effectively utilized by very nearly 20% of versatile clients 

[18], are without a doubt getting to be prevalent. For 

example, one as of late published application that 

adventures area 2 information from distinctive clients is 

a taxi-offering application, offered by a worldwide 

telecom administrator [19]. To impart a taxi, clients need 

to uncover their flight and end of the line focuses to the 

server. Deciding a suitable area for a set of clients is an 

important issue. A few suppliers as of now offer 

variations of this administration either as on-line web 

applications or as stand-alone applications for cell 

phones [17]. Is such a peculiarity attractive, as well as 

improves the exchange off in the middle of 

accommodation and expense for the included 

gatherings. On the other hand, there are becoming 

worries about how private data is utilized and 

transformed by these suppliers. We directed a study on 

protection in area Location based services (LSBS) with 35 

members (school understudies and nonscientistfic work 

force), and as per the results 88% of them trust it is 

critical to ensure their area security from unapproved 

employments. Comparative results have been acquired 

in an alternate study on Location based services without 

successful insurance, even inadequate area data has been 

demonstrated to give solid data around a client's private 

circle, which could have extreme outcomes on the clients' 

social, money related and private life [12]. For example, a 

web administration has demonstrated how hoodlums 

may abuse clients' area upgrades (from a prevalent 

online informal community) keeping in mind the end 

goal to victimize their living arrangements while they 
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are not at home. In the taxi-imparting application, if the 

server is not completely trusted by all clients, uncovering 

delicate areas, (for example, client’s home/business 

locales) could prepare for surmising assaults by 

outsiders. Therefore, the revelation of area information 

to conceivably untrusted outsiders and companions 

must be restricted in any area imparting based 

administration. In this paper, we highlight the protection 

issues in LSBS by examining one functional and 

applicable case of such a general situation, which is the 

determination of a fair rendez-vous point (FRVP) in a 

security saving manner, given a set of client gave areas. 

This is a novel and conceivably helpful issue for LSBS 

applications, which catches the substance of the 

reckonings that are by and large needed in any LSBS, 

and mitigates their intrinsic and essential security issues. 

Our client study demonstrates that 51% of the 

respondents would be exceptionally intrigued by such 

an administration focused around area offering. Our 

commitments are as per the following. Initially, we show 

the consequences of our focused on Client contemplate 

on area imparting and security in portable 

administrations. Second, propelled by the aftereffects of 

this study and the requirement for protection in LSBSs, 

we plan and break down two useful answers for the 

FRVP issue, which don't uncover any extra data to 

outsiders or different companions. The proposed 

arrangements are autonomous of any underlying 

administration or system supplier, and can be 

incorporated in existing area imparting based 

administrations. Third, we assess the strength and 

flexibility of our plans to both uninvolved and dynamic 

assaults through a security investigation of the proposed 

arrangements. Fourth, by actualizing our proposed 

calculations on a test bed of true cell phones, we 

demonstrate that their execution in figuring the 

rendezvous’ point is worthy, and that clients don't 

acquire in huge extra overhead because of the intrinsic 

security 

2 .BACKGROUND AND USER STUDY 
The privacy preserving fair rendez-vous location has 
less or no attention in previous work. Authors Santos 
and Vaughn [21] discussed and presented a survey 
regarding meeting location algorithms and presented 
all related solutions for such problems. By 
considering aspects of user preference locations and 
constraints, the surveyed papers have not presented 
any privacy or security issues. Similarly, the proposed 

work of Berger et al. [22] presented meeting-location 
algorithm which is efficient and considers the time of 
two consecutive meetings. In Secure Multiparty 
Computation (SMC) domain, several authors have 
presented privacy issues which are related to the 
computation of distance of two points [23] or routes 
[24]. There are also many results on research based 
on privacy preserving location problems. However, all 
the research results attempt to solve the mentioned 
problem in unique and different ways. Jaiswal and 
Nandi [25] proposed a platform of privacy preserving 
known as Trust No One, for locations which are 
located privately nearby points of interest. Finally, 
the authors of paper [26], have proposed a simple 
architecture and evaluated the performance of 
different algorithms efficiently which made the 
privacy preserving of mobile device users easy by 
using two different algorithms.  
 
3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

                    

 
 
Fig. 2. PPFRVP scenario, where the fairness function is g 

= argmini(DM i ).The dashed arrows represent the 

maximum distance DM i from each user ui to any user j 

= i, whereas the solid line is the minimum of all such 

maximum distances. The fair rendez-vous location is L f 

air = L2 = (x2, y2). 

 
4. EXISTING SYSTEM: 
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The quick multiplication of PDA engineering in urban 

groups has empowered portable clients to use 

connection mindful administrations on their gadgets. 

Administration suppliers exploit this element and 

regularly developing engineering scene by proposing 

imaginative setting ward administrations for portable 

endorsers. Location based service (LBS), for instance, are 

utilized by a huge number of versatile supporters 

consistently to acquire area particular data .Two 

prevalent gimmicks of area based administrations are 

area check-ins and area offering. By registering with an 

area, clients can impart their current area to family and 

companions or acquire area particular administrations 

from outside suppliers; The got administration does not 

rely on upon the areas of different clients. The other sort 

of area based administrations, which depend on offering 

of areas (or area inclination) by a gathering of clients so 

as to acquire some administration for the entire 

gathering, are likewise getting to be prominent. As 

indicated by a late study, area offering administrations 

are utilized by very nearly 20% of all cellular telephone 

clients. One conspicuous illustration of such an 

administration is the taxi-offering application, offered by 

a worldwide telecom administrator, where advanced cell 

clients can impart a taxi to different clients at a suitable 

area by uncovering their takeoff and end areas. 

Essentially, an alternate prominent administration 

empowers a gathering of clients to discover the most 

topographically advantageous spot to meet. 

 
Disadvantages: 

•Privacy of a client's area or area inclination, regarding 

different clients and the outsider administration 

supplier, is a discriminating concern in such area 

imparting based applications. Case in point, such data 

can be utilized to de-anonymize clients and their 

availabilities, to track their inclination or to recognize 

their informal communities. Case in point, in the taxi-

imparting application, an inquisitive outsider 

administration supplier could without much of a stretch 

drive home/work area sets of clients who routinely 

utilize their administration.  

•Without successful insurance, levels parse area data has 

been indicated to give dependable data around a clients' 

private circle, which could have extreme results on the 

clients' social, budgetary and private life. Indeed 

administration suppliers who genuinely track clients' 

area data with a specific end goal to enhance the offered 

administration can accidentally damage clients' 

protection, if the gathered information is spilled in an 

unapproved manner or despicably imparted to corporate 

accompli 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 
 
We then propose two algorithms for solving the above 

formulation of the FRVP Problem in a privacy-

preserving fashion, where each user participates by 

providing only a single location preference to the FRVP 

solver or the service provider. In this significantly 

extended version of our earlier conference paper, we 

evaluate the security of our proposal under various 

passive and active adversarial scenarios, including 

collusion. We also provide an accurate and detailed 

analysis of the privacy properties of our proposal and 

show that our algorithms do not provide any 

probabilistic advantage to a passive adversary in 

correctly guessing the preferred location of any 

participant. In addition to the theoretical analysis, we 

also evaluate the practical efficiency and performance of 

the proposed algorithms by Means of a prototype 

implementation on a test bed of Nokia mobile devices. 

We also address the multi-preference case, where each 

user may have multiple prioritized location preferences. 

We highlight the main differences, in terms of   

performance, with the single preference case, and also 

present initial experimental results for the multi-

preference implementation. Finally, by means of a 

targeted user study, we provide insight into the usability 

of our proposed solutions. 

 
Advantages: 

We address the privacy issue in LSBSs by focusing on a 

specific problem called the Fair Rendez-Vous Point 

(FRVP) problem. Given a set of user location preferences, 

the FRVP problem is to determine a location among the 

proposed ones such that the maximum distance between 

this location and all other users’ locations is minimized, 

i.e. it is fair to all users.  

 
Goal: 

Our goal is to provide practical privacy preserving 

techniques to solve the FRVP problem, such that neither 

a third-party, nor participating users, can learn other 

users’ locations; participating users only learn the 

optimal location. The privacy issue in the FRVP problem 

is representative of the relevant privacy threats in LSBSs. 
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Algorithms: 

Our proposed algorithms take advantage of the 

Homomorphic properties of well-known cryptosystems, 

such as BGN, ElGamal and Paillier, in order to privately 

compute an optimally fair rendez-vous point from a set 

of user location preferences. 

 

6. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION: 
 

1. User Privacy 

2. Server Privacy 

3. PPFRVP protocol 

4. Privacy Under Multiple Dependent Executions 

 
User Privacy: 

The user-privacy of any PPFRVP algorithm A measures 

the probabilistic advantage that an adversary a gains 

towards learning the preferred location of at least one 

other user ,except the final fair rendez-vous location, 

after all users have participated in the execution of the 

PPFRVP protocol. An adversary in this case is a user 

participating in A. We express user-privacy as three 

different probabilistic advantages. 

1. We measure the probabilistic advantage of an 

adversary ua in correctly guessing the preferred 

location Li of any user ui _= ua. This is referred 

to as the identifiability advantage. 

2. The second measure of user-privacy is the 

distance linkability advantage, which is the 

probabilistic advantage of an adversary ua in 

correctly guessing whether the distanced i, j 

between any two participating users ui _= u j , is 

greater than a given parameter s, without 

learning any users’ preferred locations Li , L j. 

3. The coordinate-linkability advantage, denoted 

as ADVC−LNKa , is the probabilistic advantage 

of an adversary  ua  in correctly guessing 

whether a given coordinate xi (or yi )of a user  

ui  is greater than the corresponding 

coordinate(s)of another user uj _= ui without 

learning the users’ preferred locations Li , L j . 

 
Server Privacy: 

For the third-party (LDS) adversary, the game 

definitions are similar to those defined for a user 

adversary, except that the LDS does not receive L f air in 

the Step 2 of the game. Then, the server-privacy of a 

PPFRVP algorithm can define as follows. Definition 3: 

An execution of the PPFRVP algorithm A is server-

private if the identifiability advantage DTLDS(A), the 

distance-likability advantage ADVD−LNKLDS and the 

coordinate link ability advantage ADVC−LNKLDS of an 

LDS are negligible. In practice, users will execute the 

PPFRVP protocol multiple times with either similar or 

completely different sets of participating users, and with 

the same or a different location preference in each 

execution instant. Thus, although it is critical to measure 

the privacy leakage of the PPFRVP algorithm in a single 

execution, it is also important to study the leakage that 

may occur over multiple correlated executions, which in 

turn depends on the intermediate and final output of the 

PPFRVP algorithm. We discuss the privacy leakage of 

the proposed algorithms over multiple executions in 

Section VI-D. 
PPFRVP protocol: 

The PPFRVP protocol has three main modules: 

 (A) The distance computation module,  

(B) The MAX module and  

1) Distance Computation: The distance computation 

module uses either the BGN-distance or the Paillier- 

ElGamal distance protocols. We note that modules (B) 

and (C) use the same encryption scheme as the one used 

in module (A). In other words, (E).It refers to encryption 

using either the BGN or the Paillier encryption scheme. 

2) MAX Computation: In Step B.1, the LDS needs to hide 

the values within the encrypted elements (i.e., the pair 

wise distances computed earlier) before sending them to 

the users. This is done in order to ensure privacy of real 

pair wise distances, be resilient in case of collusion 

among users and preserve the internal order (the 

inequalities) among the pair wise distance from each 

user to all other users. 

 
Privacy under Multiple Dependent Executions: 

As defined earlier, in a dependent execution of the 

PPFRVP protocol, all the involved parties possess 

information from the previous executions, in addition to 

the current input, output and intermediate data. It is 

clear that, due to the oblivious or blind nature of the 

computations, the privacy guarantees of the proposed 

PPFRVP protocols with respect to the LDS independent 

executions remains the same as that for independent 

executions. Furthermore, dependent executions in which 

the information across executions is completely 

uncorrelated (e.g., different set of users in each execution 

or different and unrelated preferences in each execution) 

reduce to independent execution. We analyze two 
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different scenarios of dependent executions involving 

differential information .First; we consider the case of 

dependent executions with different subsets of 

participants. We assume that, in each sequential 

execution, the set of users or participants is reduced by 

exactly one (the adversary participant remains until the 

end), and that the retained participants preferences 

remain the same as the previous execution(s). The 

following information is implicitly passed across 

executions in this scenario: 

i. participant set, 

ii. optimal fair location L f air , 

iii. Permuted and randomly scaled pair wise 

distances from the participant to every other 

participant, and  

iv. Scaled (but order preserving) maximum 

distance from every participant to every other 

participant. 

 

7. CONCLUSSION: 
 
In this paper, we address the issue of protection in LSBS 

by giving useful and successful answers for one such 

well known and applicable administration. The PPFRVP 

issue catches the vital computational and security 

building pieces exhibit in any LSBS offered on cell 

phones. We composed, executed on true cell phones and 

assessed the execution of our protection protecting 

conventions for the reasonable rendez-vous issue. . Our 

solutions are effective as far as protection, have worthy 

execution, and don't make extra overhead for the clients. 

In addition, our client study demonstrated that the 

proposed security peculiarities are pivotal for the 

appropriation of any such application, which 

strengthens the requirement for further investigation in 

protection of LSB administrations. To the best of our 

insight, this is the First such exertion in this bearing. 
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